
Fire and Phoenix: Reviews 

 ‘It made me weep to see it’ wrote diarist Samuel Pepys, describing the great fire 

of London as ‘a bow with God's arrow in it with a shining point’. Another diarist, 

John Evelyn, wrote ‘there was nothing heard or seen but crying out and 

lamentation’. The year is 1666, and London is ablaze. 13,500 houses, 87 

parish churches, including St Paul's Cathedral, will be destroyed and thousands of lives 

lost.  
 

In this captivating drama, playwright Kate Glover has brought back the time and 

place, capturing not only the immensity of the event, but also the sometimes shocking 

human dramas it produced. Director Kenneth Michaels makes full use of the generous 

Bridewell Theatre stage, itself a victim of the fire back then. Unusually, the play 

consists of 22 short scenes, and while this does provide a framework for coverage of a 

wide number of issues, it does make the structure of the evening somewhat 

fragmented and stop start. However, (apart from a tendency in some to ‘ face front 

and play to the gallery’) the highly committed company overcome this with a 

dedication and relish for the meatiness of their roles and the unfolding story. Miss 

Glover herself provides a most accomplished performance, as does Harry Saks, 

excellent in his role as ‘a London citizen’.  

 

The company of 8 talented actors essay a total of 18 characters, a complex director’s 

juggling act, expertly handled. Some (not enough) evocative music and powerful (if 

loud) sound effects added to the drama. The sparingly used, but threatening sound of 

the fire was a leitmotif I found very powerful. Beautifully costumed and lit, and with 

some lovely artwork by Sharon Lovett Lampi on the backcloth, the company are to be 

congratulated on this showing. It augurs well for their onward itinerary which 

includes the ‘fire churches’, surely to be one of the events of the season.  [Remote 

Goat] 

 I had re-read Pepys' account of the Great Fire just a few weeks ago, so I realized how 

close to the facts it all was. Excellent performances all round, and those of us who 

know about the book trade couldn't resist stifled laughter at some of the lines about 

those books which just won't sell ....  It was an excellent evening, and I hope you'll let 

me know about future productions. 

 Thank you so much for bringing the play to St Olave's - it was truly spine-tingling to 

hear references to places immediately around the church, and people who we know 

had been inside it! 

 I SO enjoyed last night.  As always with your plays I learned a huge amount, and was 

swept along by the narrative (your episodic formula works so well), and by the 

performances.  The end is very moving, all that Resurgam stuff  -  it made me want to 

go and look at the inscription in St Paul's  ...... And the company feel, as those few 

actors took on so many characters so fluently, was terrific 

 I very much enjoyed the play, was impressed by the diversity of characters from such 

a small cast and the capturing of the atmosphere with limited props and scene 

changes.  

 I also really enjoyed the dialogue, the pace of the scenes and the sense of historical 

accuracy.  The only fault that I noted is that by the end of the play the repeated motif 

of rushes of fire and crashing buildings, whilst I am sure that it would have happened, 



became a bit repetitive and formulaic. However, that was minor and overall it was a 

thoroughly enjoyable evening. 

 My friend (a former teacher) and I really enjoyed the play – we felt it presented the history of 

the time in such a fantastic way for school children and adults alike; we certainly gleaned a lot 

of knowledge in a thoroughly enjoyable and engaging way! 

 We thoroughly enjoyed Fire and Phoenix this evening. ... the whole production was very well 

done, moving, informative and made for a thoroughly fulfilling evening. 

 I thoroughly enjoyed your play at the Saturday matinee (which was pretty packed by 

the way!).  It was well directed (as was Queen Anne) and kept up a lively pace, 

leaving one dreading what was going to happen next (in the best sense of the word). 

Really convincing sound effects too. And the doubling up of parts, with just a 

suggestion of a costume change, worked really too.  A most stimulating afternoon - 

thank you. 

 What a splendid, interesting  and informative play. I enjoyed it all enormously and learned a 

lot  ....Your detailed research was very impressive.   ....  and the sound effects were very 

scarily real. 

 I thought it was a grand piece - done with minimal props and maximum energy, and some 

very talented actors . 

 


